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1 Economic downturn and recovery

to fall quickly. The following Thursday, 24 October, became
known as ‘Black Thursday’ as nearly 13 million shares were
traded and share prices collapsed. Thousands of investors
lost millions of dollars and were ruined. This event became
known as the Wall Street Crash – named after the street
where the US stock market was based.
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After the First World War (1914–18), the USA experienced
an economic boom and people thought that the country
would prosper for many years. The policies of successive
Republican presidents as well as the advanced techniques
of production used by the car industry helped to further
the boom. During the 1920s, more and more Americans
began to invest in shares and prices kept rising. In 1928,
however, shares did not rise as much as in previous years.
This led to less confidence in the market and a drop in
share prices. When, in the autumn of 1929, some experts
started to sell their shares before their value fell even
further, small investors panicked and rushed to sell their
own shares.
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The impact of the Wall Street Crash
and life during the Depression
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The USA was badly affected by the Wall Street Crash of 1929. It led to the Great Depression in
both the cities and the countryside, with millions of people out of work. For many, life during the
Depression was difficult. People lost their homes, jobs and family life was affected. The Republican
President Herbert Hoover became increasingly unpopular as he appeared to do little to ease the
effects of the economic downturn. In 1932 Hoover lost the presidential election to Franklin D.
Roosevelt who introduced a New Deal to help those badly affected by the Depression. However,
the New Deal was met by opposition from a variety of groups and individuals, especially the
Supreme Court.

Unemployed (millions of people)
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The real panic selling began on 19 October 1929. Nearly
3.5 million shares were bought and sold and prices began

Unemployment
The impact of the Wall Street Crash was quite spectacular.
By the end of 1929, there were about 2.5 million
unemployed in the USA. This figure increased dramatically
during the years 1929–32 (see Figure 1.1) due to the
collapse of the US economy and a fall in world trade. Many
businesses closed due to the fall in demand for American
consumer goods both at home and abroad.
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Figure 1.1: The growth of unemployment, 1929–32
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1 Economic downturn and recovery

Depression in the countryside

The crisis gathered momentum and it was not long before
factories began to close down. People stopped spending,
and production had to slow down or stop. The industrial
cities saw a rapid rise in unemployment and by 1933 almost
one-third of the workforce was unemployed.

Bankruptcy among farmers grew because they were unable
to sell their produce. In many cases, food was left to rot in
the ground. The drought of 1931 compounded the farmers’
problems as reduced prices and falling output meant there
was no hope of breaking even financially.

As people lost their jobs, they lost their homes. Some built
alternative ‘homes’ in what became known as Hoovervilles
(see page 8). Many of the unemployed in cities slept on the
streets. Some drifted across the country as hobos. They caught
rides on freight trains in search of work (see Source B). It was
estimated that in 1932 there were more than 2 million hobos.

Oklahoma, Colorado, New Mexico and Kansas were the
states worst hit by the drought. Poor farming methods
had exhausted the soil, and in the drought the soil turned
to dust. When the winds came the soil blew away, creating
dust storms. The affected area, about 20 million hectares,
became known as the ‘dust bowl’.

When the Great Depression began, black workers were often
the first to be sacked. Black unemployment was 50 per cent by
1933, whereas it was about 20 per cent for white Americans.

More than 1 million people left their homes to seek work
in the fruit-growing areas of the west coast. Farmers and
their families packed what they could, tied it to their
cars or wagons, and set off towards the west coast. Those
from Oklahoma were nicknamed ‘Okies’ and those from
Arkansas were ‘Arkies’. Farmers in the west were quite
happy to employ these people as they worked for very
low wages. They would set up camps at the edge of towns
and seek work wherever they could get it. They were often
resented by locals because they were taking their jobs.

Activities
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The Negro was born in depression. The Great Depression
as you call it didn’t mean much to him. The Depression only
became official when it hit the white man.
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Source A: From Hard Times by Studs Terkel, 1970. It
is from an interview with a black American who lived
through the Depression
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Depression in the cities

co

1 What can you learn from Source A about the Depression?

Source C: From the memoir of Dorothea Lange, The
Assignment I’ll Never Forget: Migrant Mothers, 1960. Here
she is describing meeting one of the migrant workers who
had arrived in California

2 What do Sources B and C show about the extent of the
Depression?
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3 Was the Wall Street Crash a turning point in America’s
economic development?

I approached the hungry woman . . . She told me she was 32.
She said she had been living on frozen vegetables from
surrounding fields and birds that her children had killed.
She had just sold the tyres from the car to buy food.

Practice
question
1 Explain why the
lives of many
farmers changed
during the
Depression.
(For guidance, see
page 112.)

Source B: Hobos by a
freight train, early 1930s
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Family life
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The Depression had a tremendous effect on family life.
n Young people were reluctant to take on the extra commitment of marriage. Marriages
fell from 1.23 million in 1929 to 982,000 in 1932. The birth rate also fell.
n The suicide rate rose dramatically from 12.6 suicides per 1,000 people in 1926 to 17.4
per 1,000 at its peak in 1932.
n In some states, such as Arkansas, schools were closed down for 10 months of the year
because there was not enough money to pay teachers.
n The magazine Fortune estimated that by 1932 about 25 per cent of the population
was receiving no income. Because there was no national system of social security, the
unemployed and their dependants relied on charitable organisations such as the Red Cross.

Hoovervilles
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Those Americans who lost their homes as a result of becoming unemployed moved to the
edges of towns and cities. They built homes of tin, wood and cardboard. These became
known as Hoovervilles. There was even a Hooverville in Central Park, New York City.
President Hoover was blamed for the lack of support and relief, and the sarcastic name for
the dwellings soon caught on. It has been estimated that at their peak, several hundred
thousand people across the USA lived in Hoovervilles.
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Hoovervilles had no running water or sewage systems and were therefore a public health
concern for the towns and cities in which they were built. There were frequent attempts to
move the inhabitants on, but there were still Hoovervilles in existence as late as 1941, when the
federal government gave powers to state and city authorities to remove the Hoovervilles.
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What does Source D show
you about Hoovervilles?

There were other terms, heavy with irony, which used Hoover’s name:
n ‘Hoover blankets’ were layers of newspapers
n ‘Hoover flags’ were men’s trouser pockets turned inside out to show they had no money
n ‘Hoover wagons’ were cars with horses tied to them because the owners could not afford
petrol.

co

Activity

Source D: A Hooverville
in Seattle. The Hooverville
existed from 1932 to 1941
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1 Economic downturn and recovery

The Bonus Marchers

Activities

m
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The marchers brought their wives and children and built a Hooverville outside the
capital and said they would stay there until the bonus bill was passed. Government
officials labelled them a rabble. To pay the bonus to these men would have cost
US$2.3 million, and President Hoover felt that it was simply too much. Congress did
provide money to pay for transport home for the marchers, but about 5,000 refused to
leave. The government labelled these men communists and sent in the police to clear
them from the old buildings in which they lived. Conf lict broke out and two veterans
were killed.
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The Bonus Marchers were First World War veterans who had been promised a bonus
for serving in the war, payable in 1945. The veterans felt that they could not wait
that long to be paid. In May and June 1932, a Bonus Expeditionary Force, made up
of over 12,000 unemployed and homeless veterans from all over the USA, marched to
Washington DC to voice their support for a bill which would allow early payment of
the bonuses.
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Hoover then called in the army to control the situation. The armed forces were told to
disperse the Bonus Marchers and the Hooverville was razed to the ground (see Sources E
and F). More than 100 people were injured and a baby died of tear-gas poisoning. For many
Americans this reinforced their conviction that Hoover did not care.
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Source F: From an interview with A.E. McIntyre, Federal Trade Commissioner, who
witnessed the attacks on the Bonus Marchers

2 Working in pairs,
produce two different
sets of headlines to
accompany Source E:
n one by the
government
n one by the Bonus
Marchers.
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The Bonus Marchers were very calm. When the army appeared the Marchers started beating
on tin pans and shouting ‘here come our buddies’. The Bonus Marchers expected the army to be
in sympathy with them. Each soldier was in full battle dress. Each had a gas mask and tear gas
bombs. Soon, almost everyone disappeared from view, because tear gas bombs exploded. Flames
were coming up where the soldiers had set fire to the buildings in order to drive the Marchers out.

1 Use Sources E and
F and your own
knowledge to describe
how the Bonus
Marchers were treated.

Source E: Soldiers driving
the Bonus Marchers out of
Washington DC with tear
gas, July 1932
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Republican attempts to deal
with the crisis
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Herbert Hoover, the Republican Party candidate, won the 1928 presidential election and
was president until March 1933. There is much controversy about Hoover’s attempts to
deal with the Depression. He was criticised at the time and in later years for doing too little
to help those affected by the Depression. However, he did make some attempts to move
towards recovery, especially in his later years as president.

Hoover’s early policies
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Hoover has been criticised for allowing the economic situation to worsen after 1930. He
did try to follow the ideas of the Republican Party (see Figure 1.2) and was determined to
balance the budget and refused to borrow money.
n Hoover kept faith with the Republican ideas of laissez-faire and rugged individualism.
Rugged individualism was the belief that individuals are responsible for their own lives
without help from anyone else, including the government. They should stand or fall by
their own efforts.
n He met business leaders and asked them not to cut wages or production levels.
n He passed the Hawley–Smoot Tariff Act 1930. This protected US farmers by
increasing import duties on foreign goods. In retaliation, other countries refused to
trade with the USA.
n He assisted farmers with the Agricultural Marketing Act 1930. This act enabled the
government to lend money to farmers through special marketing groups known as 
co-operatives, which tried to fix reasonable price levels to ensure that goods were sold at
a profit by farmers.
n He set up relief agencies, for example, the President’s Organisation for Unemployment
Relief, which aimed to promote and co-ordinate local relief efforts.
n He cut taxes by US$130 million.
n He won approval from Congress for US$1.8 billion for new construction and repairs to
roads and dams across the USA.
A voluntary

Each industry
should assist its
own employees.
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deed is infinitely more
precious to our national
ideal and spirit than a
thousand deeds poured
from the Treasury.

Figure 1.2: A collection
of statements made by
Hoover when president.
These statements were
part of the Republican
Party’s ideas

Economic
wounds must
be healed by
the producers
and consumers
themselves.

Each community
and each state should assume
full responsibility for the
organisation of employment
and the relief of distress.
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1 Economic downturn and recovery

Hoover’s policies in 1932
However, with unemployment continuing to rise in 1931 and 1932, Hoover had to accept
that his policies were not working. He obtained approval from Congress to introduce a
series of other measures to relieve the crisis (see Table 1.1 below).
Description

Reconstruction Finance Corporation
(February 1932)

Largest federal aid given – US$2 billion in loans to
ailing banks, insurance companies and railroads.
The corporation was designed to last only two
years and would ‘strengthen confidence’ and
stimulate industry and create jobs.

The Emergency Relief Act (ERA)
(July 1932)

Provided US$300 million to state governments to
help the unemployed.

Home Loan Bank Act
(July 1932)

To stimulate house building and home ownership.
Twelve regional banks were set up with a collective
fund of US$125 million.
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Measure

Table 1.1: Hoover’s measures to relieve the crisis, 1932
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How successful were Hoover’s policies?
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Hoover’s measures failed to pull the USA out of the Depression. He could not escape the
fact that unemployment figures continued to rise. Many US citizens saw Hoover as
callous and uncaring. The popular slogan of the time was ‘In Hoover we trusted, now
we are busted.’
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However, Hoover was not a total failure.
n He had persuaded state and local city governments to expand their public works
programmes and spending by US$1.5 billion.
n He began to implement policies that were later followed by his successor Roosevelt –
such as helping banks and homeowners.
n During his four year term of office federal spending on public works exceeded that of the
previous 30 years. Some of the most important public works undertaken during this time
included the San Francisco Bay Bridge, the Los Angeles Aqueduct and the Boulder Dam.

Practice
question
Describe Hoover’s
early policies towards
the Depression.
(For guidance, see
page 108.)

Activities
1 What does Figure 1.2 suggest about Hoover’s policies
towards the Depression?
2 Study the three measures introduced by Hoover in 1932
in Table 1.1. What was the purpose of each measure?
3 What is the message of Source G?
4 Draw a picture of some scales.
n On the left-hand side make note Hoover’s successes
in tackling the Depression.
n On the right-hand side note his failures.
Use your scales to help you answer the following
question.
5 How successful was Hoover in dealing with the problems
caused by the Depression in the years 1929–32?

Source G: An American cartoon from The Nation:
an unemployed man contemplates President Hoover’s
optimistic assessment of the state of the country, 1932
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Roosevelt and the New Deal
Roosevelt and the 1932 presidential election
In November 1932, a presidential election was fought between Herbert Hoover (Republican)
and Franklin D. Roosevelt (Democrat). Roosevelt won by a landslide – only 6 of the 48
states voted for Hoover. The result was 15,759,000 votes for Hoover and 22,810,000 for
Roosevelt. Roosevelt’s victory was due both to the unpopularity of Hoover and his policies,
and the appeal of Roosevelt and his promise of a New Deal, which Table 1.2 summarises.
Roosevelt’s appeal

• Hoover and the Republicans were blamed
for the Depression.
• They were blamed for failing to deal with
the worst effects of the Depression.
• It was only a few months since the harsh
treatment of the Bonus Marchers.
• Hoover had nothing new to promise
voters.
• Relief and government schemes were too
small in scope.
• Banks and businesses continued to fail
and confidence fell away.

• Many were impressed by the fact that
Roosevelt had overcome the effects of
polio, which paralysed him from the waist
down, to become a successful politician.
• Roosevelt created a mood of optimism to
try to break the cycle of despondency.
• At meetings he kept his message simple
but offered a much bolder approach:
‘I pledge you, I pledge myself, to a new
deal for the American people.’
• This New Deal would include the creation
of jobs, assistance for the unemployed
and government help for both agriculture
and industry.
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Unpopularity of Hoover
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Table 1.2: Reasons for Roosevelt’s victory in the presidential campaign, 1932

Activities
1 What is the message
of Source H?

Source H: A Democratic
election poster, 1932

2 Design two
posters for the
1932 presidential
campaign, one for
Hoover and one for
Roosevelt.
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1 Economic downturn and recovery

What was Roosevelt’s New Deal?
In his nomination speech Roosevelt had promised the American people a New Deal, and
now that he was president it was time to deliver it.

Relief

• Assist in the removal of poverty.
• Provide food for the starving.
• Intervene to prevent people from losing homes/farms.

Recovery

• Boost the economy so that people could get jobs.

Reform

• Ensure that there were welfare provisions in the future to help the
unemployed, old, sick, disabled and the destitute.

m
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Table 1.3: The aims of the New Deal
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After his inauguration, Roosevelt set to work immediately. He felt that it was his task to
restore the faith that most Americans had lost in their country. The aims of the New Deal
are set out in Table 1.3 and were based upon the ‘three Rs’ – Relief, Recovery and Reform.

The aims of the New Deal
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Roosevelt attacked the problems of the Great Depression and pushed through a huge
number of government programmes that aimed to restore the shattered economy. This
period, from 9 March to 16 June 1933, became known as the Hundred Days. On 12 March
1933 he joked, ‘I think this could be a good time for a beer.’
The most important task at the beginning of the Hundred Days was to stem the crisis
in banking. More than 2,000 banks had closed in the 12 months before he had become
president. He had to restore confidence in banking.
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Roosevelt closed all banks for ten days and then, on the radio, with 60 million people
listening, he explained his plans. He would allow those banks with assets to re-open
and those without would be closed until he and his advisers put forward a rescue
programme. He assured people that money was safer in the bank than at home. When
the banks re-opened, people no longer wished to withdraw their savings. This radio
talk became the first of many fireside chats (see Sources I and K – pages 13 and 15).

Source I: From The Roosevelt I Knew by Frances Perkins, 1946
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When he broadcast I realised how clearly his mind focused on the people listening at the other
end. As he talked his head would nod and his hands would move in simple, natural, comfortable
gestures. His face would smile and light up as though he was actually sitting in the front porch or
the kitchen with them. People felt this and it bound them to him with affection.

Sa
m

Activity

Imagine you are the governor of a state which has industrial and agricultural workers. Write
a letter to President Roosevelt indicating why his proposed solutions to the Depression will
help these people.

Practice question
Explain why Roosevelt’s ‘fireside chats’ were so important. (For guidance, see page 112.)
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The Alphabet Agencies
During the Hundred Days Roosevelt set up numerous organisations dubbed Alphabet
Agencies. The most important ones are outlined in Table 1.4 below.
Set up to increase farm prices and farmers’ incomes. To achieve this production levels would have to
drop. As production fell, prices would rise and farmers would begin to recover. In other words, farmers
would be paid by the government to produce less. More than 5 million pigs were killed and thousands
of hectares of cotton were ploughed back into the ground. By 1936, incomes were 1.5 times higher
than they had been in 1933. The Supreme Court rejected the Act in 1936.

Civilian
Conservation
Corps (CCC)

Set up to create jobs for the many men aged between 18–25 who were hobos or living in Hoovervilles.
They were offered work in conservation projects, such as the planting trees to prevent soil erosion.
They received food, clothing and US$1 per day. By August 1933 there were about 250,000 men in the
CCC and by 1941 more than 2 million men had been granted some work with the CCC (see Source J,
page 15).

Civil Works
Administration
(CWA)

Set up to create public jobs. By January 1934, about 4 million mainly unskilled Americans were on the
CWA’s payroll. Some of the workers built roads. However, some of the jobs were laughed at because
they included scaring birds away from buildings or sweeping leaves in parks. In 1935 the CWA was
replaced by the Works Progress Administration (WPA).

Emergency
Banking Act (EBA)

Set up to restore confidence in the banking system. Part of the Act prevented banks from investing
savings deposits in the stock market, which was too unpredictable to guarantee the safety of those
funds.
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Agricultural
Adjustment Act
(AAA)

Gave low-interest loans to farmers to help them pay their debts such as mortgages. Twenty per cent
of farmers benefited from the scheme.

Federal
Emergency Relief
Administration
(FERA)

Provided US$500 million for emergency relief through grants to state and local agencies. It was a
temporary measure because Roosevelt did not want his opponents to think the government was just
handing money out to the unemployed.
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Set fair prices, wages and working conditions such as maximum hours and minimum wages (see
Source L, page 15). To encourage business leaders to comply with the codes, the NRA launched a
publicity campaign. It adopted as its symbol a blue eagle poster and asked people only to buy goods
from businesses displaying the poster. The Act which established the NRA was removed by the
Supreme Court in 1935 (see page 19).

oo

National Recovery
Administration
(NRA)
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Farm Credit
Administration
(FCA)

Spent US$3.3 billion on large-scale public works.

Reconstruction
Finance
Corporation (RFC)

Roosevelt pumped US$15 billion into Hoover’s agency (see page 11). Banks and businesses were able
to use some of the money to restart investment.
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Public Works
Administration
(PWA)

Sa
m

Tennessee Valley
Authority (TVA)

Aimed at regenerating the Tennessee Valley region, which was one of the most depressed regions of
the USA, with more than one-half the population of 2.5 million receiving emergency relief and annual
flood damage of US$1.75 million.
The TVA was responsible for creating a system of dams to generate cheap electricity and control
flooding in order to attract industry to the area. It also had the power to build recreation areas, as well
as to provide health and welfare facilities.

Eventually the activities of the TVA covered seven states, an area of 104,000 km2 with a population
of 7 million people. However, there was some opposition to the TVA from farmers whose land was
flooded, and some big business owners who felt that the USA was moving towards becoming a
socialist state.

Table 1.4: The key activities and organisations of the Hundred Days
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1 Economic downturn and recovery
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Source J: A photograph taken in 1933 showing workers in the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC)
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Source L: From one of Roosevelt’s fireside
chats, June 1933. Here he is talking about
employers’ fair wages
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If all employers in each competitive group
agree to pay their workers the same reasonable
wages – and require the same hours –
reasonable hours – then higher wages will
hurt no employer. Such action is better for the
employer than unemployment and low wages,
because it makes more buyers for his product.
That is the simple idea which is at the very heart
of the Industrial Recovery Act.
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Source K: A cartoon published in a 1933 newspaper: ‘The Spirit of the
New Deal’. Roosevelt is seen as the worker and businessman beneath the
arms of Uncle Sam, the symbol of the USA

Practice question
How important was the first Hundred Days in helping
America recover from the effects of the Depression?
(For guidance, see pages 113–14.)

Activities
1 Using the information in Table 1.4 divide the alphabet
agencies into three groups: 1 Relief, 2 Recovery,
3 Reform. What do you notice about your decisions?
2 What does Source J show you about the CCC?
3 Use Sources K and L and your own knowledge to explain
how Roosevelt helped industry.
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The second New Deal
By the end of 1934 there were still 10 million Americans out of work. In January 1935,
in his yearly message to Congress, Roosevelt introduced his second New Deal, a broad
programme of reform to help farmers, workers, the poor and the unemployed.

The Works Progress Administration (WPA)
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This was headed by Harry Hopkins (who had previously been in charge of FERA,
see Table 1.4 on page 14) who was quick to put the programme into action. The mainstay of
the programme was funding and building projects, including hospitals, schools, airports,
harbours, thus creating employment. It:
n organised a US$4.8 billion relief programme
n put unemployed teachers back to work
n created community service schemes to employ artists, writers and actors.
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Roosevelt described the work of the WPA as ‘priming the pump’ – in other words, the
government was acting by re-starting the machinery of the economy.

The National Labour Relations Act (The Wagner Act)
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Roosevelt was keen to protect the rights of workers. The Wagner Act upheld the right of
workers to organise and enter into collective bargaining. The number of labour union
members increased from 3 million in 1933 to 9 million in 1939. The Act also set up the
National Relations Board, which was given the power to act against employers who used
unfair practices, such as sacking workers who had joined the union.
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Fair Labour Standards Act
Under the Fair Labour Standards Act:
n	m inimum wages and maximum hours were
established for all employees of business
engaged in interstate commerce
n	300,000 workers secured higher wages as a
result and more than 1 million had a shorter
working week
n	child labour was not permitted except on
farms.

Social Security Act
The Social Security Act was perhaps the most
important reform of the second New Deal. By
passing this Act the government at last accepted
full responsibility for meeting the basic needs of
its citizens. The Act established:
n	pension benefits for the elderly, the orphaned
and those injured in industrial accidents
n	u nemployment benefits funded by a tax on the
payrolls of employers.

Activity
What does Source M show you about the second
New Deal?

Source M: A cartoon from 1935: ‘Roosevelt the
friend of the poor’

16
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1 Economic downturn and recovery

How successful was the New Deal?
The New Deal achieved a number of successes but also had failures and shortcomings.
1 The New Deal restored the faith of people in government after the laissez-faire
approach of Hoover.
2 It preserved democracy and ensured there was no mass support of right-wing politicians.
3 It greatly extended the role of central government and the president.
4 Roosevelt gave too much power to the federal government and the presidency. The
federal government was becoming directly involved in areas which had traditionally
been managed by state governments.

Economy

ht
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1 The New Deal stabilised the US banking system and cut the number of business failures.
2 It provided only short-term solutions and did not solve the underlying economic problems.
3 It greatly improved the infrastructure of the USA by providing roads, schools and power
stations.
4 The US economy took longer to recover than that of most European countries. When,
in 1937, Roosevelt reduced the New Deal budget, the country went back into depression.
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Role of government and the president

Unemployment and industrial workers
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1 The Alphabet Agencies provided only short-term jobs. Once these ended, people were
back on the dole. Even at its best in 1937, there were still over 14 million out of work. It
was the Second World War that brought an end to unemployment.
2 The Alphabet Agencies provided work for millions: unemployment fell from a peak of
24.9 million in 1933 to 14.3 million four years later.
3 The NRA and the second New Deal greatly strengthened the position of labour unions
and made corporations negotiate with them.
4 Unions were still treated with great suspicion by employers. Indeed, many strikes were
broken up with brutal violence in the 1930s.

Social welfare

Black Americans
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1 The Social Security Act provided the USA with a semi-welfare state which included
pensions for the elderly and widows and state help for the sick and disabled.
2 Some argued that social welfare measures put too much pressure on taxpayers and
encouraged people to ‘sponge’ off the state.
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1 Many New Deal agencies discriminated against black people. They were either given no
work, or received worse treatment or lower wages than their white colleagues.
2 Around 200,000 black Americans received benefits from the CCC (see page 14) and
other New Deal agencies. Many benefited from slum clearance programmes and
housing projects.
3 Roosevelt did little to end segregation and discrimination in the Deep South.

Women

1 Some state governments tried to avoid social security payments to women by
introducing special qualifications.
2 Some women achieved prominent positions in the New Deal. Eleanor Roosevelt became
an important campaigner for social reform. Frances Perkins (see Source I, page 13) was
the first woman to be appointed to a cabinet post as Secretary of Labour.
3 Some of the National Industry Recovery Act codes of 1933 actually required women to
be paid less than men.
4 Only 8,000 women were employed by the CCC out of the 2.75 million people involved in it.

Activities
1 Organise the
statements on this
page into successes
and failures of the
New Deal.
2 How successful was the
New Deal?
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Opposition to the New Deal
The New Deal drew opposition from a number of individuals and groups as well as the
Supreme Court.

Individuals

Opposition from politicians
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The New Deal was criticised by individuals who believed that Roosevelt was not doing
enough. They had their own ideas about what he should be doing.
n Huey Long had been governor of the State of Louisiana. He claimed that Roosevelt
failed to share out the nation’s wealth fairly and announced his own plans to do this
under the slogan ‘Share Our Wealth’. Long attracted much support but was killed by a
doctor whose career he had ruined.
n Father Charles Coughlin criticised the New Deal for not doing enough and labelled
Roosevelt as ‘anti-God’ because he was not really helping the needy. Father Coughlin’s
main influence came from his weekly radio broadcasts which attracted over 40 million
listeners.
n Dr Frances Townsend gained much support from the elderly who, by 1934, had
benefited little from the New Deal. He set up an organisation called ‘Old Age Revolving
Pension Plan’, also known as the Townsend clubs, which had attracted 5 million
members by 1935.
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Roosevelt also faced opposition from a variety of political groups.
n The Republicans were strong opponents of the New Deal (see Source N). Not only
were they traditional opponents of the Democrats, the Republicans were also the
party which represented the interests of America’s rich families and large business
corporations. These people believed that Roosevelt was doing too much to help people
and was changing the accepted role of government in the USA.
n The American Liberty League was set up in 1934 to preserve individual freedom and
was backed by wealthy businessmen; two of these, Alfred Smith and John Davis, rather
surprisingly had previously stood as Democrat presidential candidates. The League
believed that the New Deal threatened the Constitution of the USA and the freedom of
the individual.
n Even some members of Roosevelt’s own party, the Democrats, opposed the New Deal.
They were known as Conservative Democrats, many of whom came from the South and
represented farming areas. They were especially against the Wagner Act (see page 16)
which had given greater powers to the trade unions.
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Source N: From a 1936 manifesto for the Republican Party
America is in peril. For three long years the New Deal administration has dishonoured the
American traditions and betrayed the pledges upon which the Democratic Party sought and
received public support. The rights and liberties of American citizens have been violated. It
has created a vast multitude of new offices, filled them with its favourites, set up a centralised
bureaucracy and sent out swarms of inspectors to harass our people.

The Supreme Court
One reason that the Supreme Court opposed some of Roosevelt’s measures was that the
court was dominated by Republican judges. Between 1861 and 1933 there had been only
16 years of Democrat presidents and therefore few opportunities to nominate Democrat
judges.
Out of the 16 cases concerning the Alphabet Agencies which were tried by the Supreme
Court in 1935 and 1936, the judges declared that, in 11 cases, Roosevelt had acted
unconstitutionally. In reality, he was using central or federal powers which the
Constitution had not given him. The two cases on page 19 show the opposition he faced.
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1 Economic downturn and recovery
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These attempts failed for two reasons. First, many saw this
as unconstitutional, believing the president to be trying
to destroy the position of the Supreme Court by packing
it with his own supporters. Second, Roosevelt failed
to consult senior members of his own party and many
Conservative Democrats opposed his reform.
Nevertheless, in March and April 1937 the Supreme Court
reversed the ‘Sick Chickens’ decision and accepted his
Social Security Act which brought in old-age pensions and
unemployment insurance (see page 16). Nonetheless, the
whole episode had damaged Roosevelt’s reputation and lost
him the support of some members of his own party.
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The US v. Butler, 1936
In this case the Supreme Court declared the Agricultural
Adjustment Act illegal. The judges decided that giving help
to farmers was a matter for each state government, not the
federal government. As a result all help to farmers ceased.

Roosevelt’s attempts at reform
After his massive victory in the 1936 presidential election,
Roosevelt decided that public opinion was behind his New
Deal. Therefore, in February 1937, he threatened to retire
those judges in the Supreme Court who were over 70, and
replace them with younger ones who supported his policies.
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The ‘Sick Chickens’ case, 1935
This involved four brothers, the Schechters, who ran a
poultry business. In 1933 they signed the rules of the
National Recovery Administration (NRA) which had been
set up by the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA).
These rules governed fair prices, wages and competition.
In 1935, the NRA took them to court for selling a batch
of diseased chickens unfit for human consumption.
The Schechters appealed to the Supreme Court which
declared the NIRA illegal because its activities were
unconstitutional. It gave the federal government powers
that it should not have to interfere in state affairs, in this
case the state of New York. As a result, 750 of the NRA
codes of practice were immediately scrapped.
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Activities

1 What does Source O show you about Roosevelt’s
relationship with the Supreme Court?
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2 Put together your own mind map showing the reasons
why there was opposition to the New Deal. Place your
reasons in rank order clockwise, beginning with the most
important reason at the top.

Practice questions
1 Explain why many Republicans opposed the
New Deal. (For guidance, see page 112.)
2 How far did the rulings of the Supreme Court limit
the New Deal? (For guidance, see page 109.)
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3 How successful was opposition to the New Deal?

Source O: A cartoon of 1936 showing Roosevelt lassoing
a Supreme Court judge
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